From: Allen, Pam, NMENV
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2016 3:57 PM
To: Allen, Pam, NMENV
Cc: Biswell, David, NMENV
Subject: FW: Google Alert - WIPP

From: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2016 8:10 AM
To: Kieling, John, NMENV; LucasKamat, Susan, NMENV; Roberts, Kathryn, NMENV
Cc: Smith, Coleman, NMENV; Teeter, William, NMENV; Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
Subject: FW: Google Alert - WIPP

From: Google Alerts [mailto:googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Saturday, October 01, 2016 8:28 AM
To: Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
Subject: Google Alert - WIPP

Google Alerts

WIPP
As-it-happens update - October 1 2016

NEWS

Ground fall at WIPP
According to a letter sent to WIPP employees from Nuclear Waste Partnership president Phil Breidenbach on Friday, the ground fall occurred at the ...